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Daddy Delacorte Press
When an accident claims her
husband of eighteen years, Liz
Sutherland must grieve, console
her five children, and learn to
get on with her life. Reprint.
35,000 first printing. (General
Fiction)

Pure Joy Delacorte Books for Young
Readers
Oliver Watson's world suddenly dissolves
around him when Sarah, his wife of
eighteen years, returns to Harvard to get
her master's degree. Oliver is left on his
own, with three children and a freedom he
never wanted and doesn't completely
understand. His family's needs and
demands suddenly consume his life.
When Oliver's mother is diagnosed as
having Alzheimer's disease and dies soon
thereafter, Oliver's father's life is changed
as well. Braver than his son with less of a
future before him, George Watson, at
seventy-two, quickly embraces new
relationships and, eventually, a new life.
The sudden changes come as a shock to
both father and son. Ben, Oliver's oldest
son, rejects his father and reaches
outward, under the illusion that he is
grown-up and can make it on his own.
Melissa, the middle child, blames Oliver
for her mother's desertion. And Sam, the
"baby," is too shaken to deal with it at all.
Now the only parent, Daddy must
somehow cope this, his troubled family
and explore a world of new
responsibilities, new women, and new
experiences. Each of the three men must
start a new life: Oliver in New York and
then in Los Angeles with his children; once
he faces the biggest change in his life; his
widowed father with the woman next door;
and seventeen-year-old Ben with his
girlfriend and baby. Nothing is as it was
before... nothing is as they once thought it
would be. But in the end, different is
better... different is more... for each of
them—and especially for "Daddy."

Malice Dell
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Smart, likable Bernie Fine was the wonder
boy of Wolff’s, New York’s most
glamorous department store. A senior VP
on the way up, he arrives in San Francisco
to open a West Coast store. His career is
skyrocketing, but his life lacks a center.
When he looks into the wide, innocent eyes
of five-year-old Jane O’Reilly, and then
into the equally enchanting eyes of her
mother, Liz, Bernie knows he has found
what he has been looking for. Bernie
thought he had found love to last a lifetime,
but when Liz is stricken with cancer, time
becomes painfully short. Alone with two
children, Bernie must face the loss and
learn that life has other fine things to offer.
Danielle Steel's Daddy Dell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this
heartfelt novel from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Danielle Steel, a young woman
with an unforgettable voice fights for the freedom
to pursue her dreams. Iris Cooper has been singing
ever since she can remember, hitting the high notes
like no one else. When she is twelve, her father
convinces the owner of a bar in Lake City, Texas,
to let her perform, and she stuns the audience. In
the ensuing years, never staying anywhere for
long, father and daughter move from one dusty
town to the next, her passion for music growing
every time she takes the mike in another
roadhouse. But it is not an easy life for Iris with
her father in charge and using her income to pay
for gambling, women, and booze. When she starts
to tour at age eighteen, she takes on a real
manager. Yet he exploits her too, and the singers
and musicians she tours with are really the only
family she has. It is they who give Iris the courage
to finally fly free, leave the tour, and follow her
dreams. After years of enduring the hardships of
the road, exploitation, and abuse to do what she
loves, Iris’s big chance comes as her talent soars.
But at the top at last, Iris still has to fight every
step of the way. In The High Notes, Danielle Steel
delivers an inspiring story about finding the
strength to stand up for yourself and your dreams,
no matter what it takes.
Mixed Blessings Dell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � In
this powerful novel, Danielle Steel tells the
story of two World War II concentration
camp survivors, the life they build together,
and the son who faces struggles of his own as
a first-generation American determined to be
his own person and achieve success. When
U.S. troops occupy Germany, friends Jakob

and Emmanuelle are saved from the terrible
fate of so many in the camps. With the help of
sponsors, they make their way to New York.
In order not to be separated, they allow their
friendship to blossom into love and marriage,
and start a new life on the Lower East Side,
working at grueling, poorly paid jobs.
Decades later, through talent, faith, fortune,
and relentless hard work, Jakob has achieved
success in the diamond business, invested in
real estate in New York, and shown his son,
Max, that America is truly the land of
opportunity. Max is a rising star, a graduate of
Harvard with friends among the wealthiest,
most ambitious families in the world. And
while his parents were thrown together by
chance, Max chooses a perfect bride to start
the perfect American family. An opulent
society wedding. A honeymoon in Tahiti. A
palatial home in Greenwich. Max’s lavish
lifestyle is unimaginable to his cautious old-
world father and mother. Max wants to follow
his father’s example and make his own
fortune. But after the birth of children, and
with a failing marriage, he can no longer deny
that his wife is not the woman he thought she
was. Angry and afraid, Max must do what he
has never done before: struggle, persevere,
and learn what it means to truly walk in his
father’s footsteps, while pursuing his own
ideals and setting an example for his children.
Moving from the ashes of postwar Europe to
the Lower East Side of New York to wealth,
success, and unlimited luxury, In His
Father’s Footsteps is a stirring tale of three
generations of strong, courageous, and loving
people who pay their dues to achieve their
goals.
Max Runs Away Dell
Advertising executive Oliver Wendell Watson's
world collapses when his wife leaves home to return
to college - and his three children blame him for the
split. Hoping to give them all a fresh start, Oliver
accepts a promotion 3,000 miles away in L.A. where
stunning actress Charlotte Sampson enters his life. It
could be a new beginning - if he can heal the rift with
his children and win back their love.
Daddy Dell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Every woman
makes choices. And no one has made more difficult
choices than Olivia Grayson. The enormously
successful businesswoman missed out on much of
her children’s lives while she built her legendary
home-furnishings empire. In Danielle Steel’s
character-rich new novel, Olivia faces the past, tries
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to balance the present, and makes amends where due,
while still running her vastly successful business. THE
SINS OF THE MOTHER As a way of making up to
them for time lost, Olivia spends months every year
planning a lavish holiday that everyone in her family
will enjoy. This summer she has arranged a dream trip
in the Mediterranean on a luxurious yacht, which she
hopes will be the most memorable vacation of all. Her
lavish gesture every year expresses her love for them,
and regret at all the important times she missed
during her children’s younger years. Her younger
daughter, Cassie, a hip London music producer,
refuses the invitation altogether, as she does every
year. Her older daughter, Liz, lives in her mother’s
shadow, with a terror of failure as she tries to
recapture her dream of being a writer. And her sons,
John and Phillip, work for Olivia, for better or worse,
with wives who wish they didn’t. In the splendor of
the Riviera, this should be a summer to remember,
with Olivia’s children, grandchildren, and
daughters-in-law on board. But as with any family
gathering, there are always surprises, and no matter
how glamorous the setting things don’t always turn
out as ones hopes. Family dynamics are complicated,
old disappointments die hard, and as forgiveness and
surprising revelations enter into it, new bonds are
formed, and the future takes on a brighter hue. And
one by one, with life’s irony, Olivia’s children find
themselves committing the same “sins” for which
they blamed their mother for so many years. It is a
summer of compassion, important lessons, and truth.
The Sins of the Mother captures the many sides of
family love: complex, challenging, funny, passionate,
and hopefully enduring. Along the way, we are
enthralled by an unforgettable heroine, a mother
strong enough to take more than her fair share of the
blame, wise enough to respect her children for who
they really are, and forgiving enough to love them
unconditionally. BONUS: This edition includes an
excerpt from Danielle Steel's Winners.
The Numbers Game Delacorte Press
To the outside world, Sarah and Oliver
Watson had the perfect marriage. Happy and
successful, with three beautiful children, they
seemed to have it all. But under the surface,
Sarah felt lost, empty and inadequate. And
one Christmas, after eighteen years of
marriage, she walked out. Left alone, Oliver
struggles to cope with raising his three
children. Seventeen-year-old Benjamin rebels
with disastrous consequences, while fifteen-
year-old Melissa angrily turns against her
father, and nine-year-old Sam, the 'baby', is
too shaken to deal with his mother's
abandonment. And then tragedy strikes once
more when Oliver's mother dies in an
untimely accident and three generations of
the Watson family find that they must pull
together to cope, and maybe one day move
on and love again . . .
Beautiful Dell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � Two
different worlds and two very different lives
collide in Paris in this captivating novel by
Danielle Steel. Joachim von Hartmann was
born and raised in Buenos Aires by his loving
German mother, inseparable from his
identical twin, Javier. When Joachim moves

to Paris with his mother in his late teens, his
twin stays behind and enters a dark world.
Meanwhile, Joachim begins training to be a
butler, fascinated by the precision and intense
demands, and goes on to work in some of the
grandest homes in England. His brother never
reappears. Olivia White has given ten years of
her life to her magazine, which failed, taking
all her dreams with it. A bequest from her
mother allows her a year in Paris to reinvent
herself. She needs help setting up a home in a
charming Parisian apartment. It is then that
her path and Joachim’s cross. Joachim takes
a job working for Olivia as a lark and enjoys
the whimsy of a different life for a few weeks,
which turn to months as the unlikely
employer and employee learn they enjoy
working side by side. At the same time,
Joachim discovers the family history he never
knew: a criminal grandfather who died in
prison, the wealthy father who abandoned
him, and the dangerous criminal his twin has
become. While Olivia struggles to put her life
back together, Joachim’s comes apart.
Stripped of their old roles, they strive to
discover the truth about each other and
themselves, first as employer and employee,
then as friends. Their paths no longer sure,
they are a man and woman who reach a place
where the past doesn’t matter and only what
they are living now is true.
The Dark Side Delacorte Books for Young
Readers
The Deveraux family were among the most
important members of 1920s San Francisco
society, and the wedding of their daughter,
Eleanor, to wealthy banker Alexander Allen
would be the highlight of the 1929 social
calendar. The wedding, held in the family’s
magnificent Pacific Heights mansion, was
everything they’d hoped, and Eleanor’s
dress was a triumph. Designed by one of the
most famous fashion houses in Paris, it was
exquisite in every way. But the dream life was
about to come to an end, along with the most
perfect honeymoon in Europe, when Alex
received news of the Wall Street Crash. It
seemed that the family was about to lose
everything . . . In the years that followed, the
Deveraux lived through periods of huge
social and political change, not only in
America but in the rest of the world. What
brought them together was the beautiful
wedding dress, first worn by Eleanor, which
remained a family heirloom and continued to
hold a special place in the hearts of a family
desperate to survive the turmoil and changing
fortunes of the times.
Martha's Best Friend Delacorte Press
Oliver Watson's world suddenly dissolves
around him when Sarah, his wife of eighteen
years, returns to Harvard to get her master's

degree. Oliver is left on his own, with three
children and a freedom he never wanted and
doesn't completely understand. His family's
needs and demands suddenly consume his life.
When Oliver's mother is diagnosed as having
Alzheimer's disease and dies soon thereafter,
Oliver's father's life is changed as well. Braver
than his son with less of a future before him,
George Watson, at seventy-two, quickly
embraces new relationships and, eventually, a
new life. The sudden changes come as a shock to
both father and son. Ben, Oliver's oldest son,
rejects his father and reaches outward, under the
illusion that he is grown-up and can make it on
his own. Melissa, the middle child, blames Oliver
for her mother's desertion. And Sam, the "baby,"
is too shaken to deal with it at all. Now the only
parent, Daddy must somehow cope this, his
troubled family and explore a world of new
responsibilities, new women, and new
experiences. Each of the three men must start a
new life: Oliver in New York and then in Los
Angeles with his children; once he faces the
biggest change in his life; his widowed father with
the woman next door; and seventeen-year-old
Ben with his girlfriend and baby. Nothing is as it
was before... nothing is as they once thought it
would be. But in the end, different is better...
different is more... for each of them—and
especially for "Daddy."
Full Circle Daddy
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � In
Danielle Steel’s dazzling new novel, a
young woman must overcome tremendous
adversity in her quest to find herself and
achieve real happiness. Nicole “Coco”
Martin is destined to have it all. As the only
child of doting and successful parents, she has
been given every opportunity in life. Having
inherited her mother’s stunning beauty and
creativity, along with her father’s work ethic
and diligence, she has the world at her feet.
Her graduation from Columbia is fast
approaching, and with it the summer job of
her dreams working at a magazine. Between
work, leisurely weekends at her family’s
home in Southampton, and spending as
much time as possible with her best friend,
Sam, life couldn’t be better—until tragedy
strikes. Coco’s beloved parents are killed in
a terrorist attack while on vacation in France.
Now devastated and alone, Coco must find a
way to move forward and make her way in
the world without the family she loved.
Determined to forge her own path and make
her parents proud, Coco pursues her dreams,
dazzled by exciting opportunities that come
her way. Her goals are to think outside the
box—and always play by her own rules. As
she finds herself drawn to charismatic,
fascinating men, each relationship will teach
Coco new lessons, some delightful, some
painful. She will come to realize what matters,
and how strong she truly is—and in the end,
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she will discover herself. Richly exploring one
woman’s poignant journey through life, All
That Glitters is a compelling tale of challenges,
heartbreak, discovery, and triumph, a
powerful reminder that all that glitters is not
the essence of life. And what is truly worth
having was right there in our hands all along.
The House on Hope Street Delacorte Books for
Young Readers
In her 37th bestselling novel, Danielle Steel tells the
compelling story of a woman who must struggle to
overcome a shattering betrayal, and the cruelest kind
of malice. At seventeen, the night of her mother's
funeral, Grace Adams is attacked. It is not the first
time, and a brutal crime ensues. And to everyone's
horror, Grace will not tell the truth. She is a young
woman with secrets too horrible to tell, with hurts so
deep they may never heal. She is also beautiful
enough for men to want her no matter how much
she does not want them. Whatever the outcome,
Grace Adams will have to live with whatever
happened during those terrible years. After a lifetime
of being a victim, now she must pay the price for
other people's sins. From the depths of an Illinois
women's prison to a Chicago modeling agency to a
challenging career in New York, Grace must carry
the past with her wherever she goes. And in healing
her own pain, she reaches out to battered women
and children who live a nightmare she knows all too
well. When Grace meets Charles Mackenzie, a New
York lawyer, she has found a man who wants
nothing from her-except to heal her, to hear her
secrets, and to give her the family she so desperately
wants. But, with happiness finally within her grasp,
and precious loved ones to protect, Grace is at her
most vulnerable-in danger of losing everything to a
vicious tabloid press and an enemy from her past, an
enemy bent on malice at all costs. With rare insight
and power, Danielle Steel writes this extraordinary
woman's story, portraying her struggle to triumph
over malice and betrayal, and to transform a lifetime
of pain into a blessing for others. Revealing both the
stark reality of domestic abuse and the healing power
of love, Malice, is more than superb fiction. It is a
piece of life.
Daddy Dell
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � A young
woman is caught up in a dangerous double life on
behalf of her country during World War II in
Danielle Steel’s thrilling new novel. At eighteen,
Alexandra Wickham is presented to King George V
and Queen Mary in an exquisite white lace and satin
dress her mother has ordered from Paris. With her
delicate blond looks, she is a stunning beauty who
seems destined for a privileged life. But fate, a world
war, and her own quietly rebellious personality lead
her down a different path. By 1939, Europe is on fire
and England is at war. From her home in idyllic
Hampshire, Alex makes her way to London as a
volunteer in the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry. But
she has skills that draw the attention of another
branch of the service. Fluent in French and German,
she would make the perfect secret agent. Within a
year, Alex is shocking her family in trousers and
bright red lipstick. They must never know about the
work she does—no one can know, not even the pilot
she falls in love with. While her country and those
dearest to her pay the terrible price of war, Alex
learns the art of espionage, leading to life-and-death
missions behind enemy lines and a long career as a
spy in exotic places and historic times. Spy follows

Alex’s extraordinary adventures in World War II
and afterward in India, Pakistan, Morocco, Hong
Kong, Moscow, and Washington, D.C., when her
husband, Richard, enters the foreign service and both
become witnesses to a rapidly changing world from
post-war to Cold War. She lives life on the edge, with
a secret she must always keep hidden.
Invisible Harper Collins
"Pike Logan must pull two major world powers back
from the brink of war in the latest pulse-pounding
thriller from New York Times bestselling author and
former Special Forces officer Brad Taylor"--
Blessing in Disguise Random House Large Print
Publishing
After the wedding of Diana Goode and Andrew
Douglas, Diana teases that they will make a baby on
their honeymoon. But long afterward, she is still not
pregnant. As Diana and Andrew wait out each
month only to be bitterly disappointed, they are
forced to question just how much they are willing to
go through to have a baby. Charlie Winwood dreams
of a house filled with children. His bride, party-girl
actress Barbie Mason, has other ideas. When he
discovers he is sterile, Charlie has to rethink his
deepest values -- and his marriage to a woman who
shares none of his dreams. After ten years of living
together, Pilar Graham, a prominent Santa Barbara
attorney, marries Judge Brad Coleman, who is
nineteen years her senior and father of two grown
children. They are happy with their comfortable life
together, à deux, until Pilar begins to wonder if she
will someday regret not having a baby with Brad. Are
they crazy to begin now -- with Brad about to
become a grandfather and Pilar with a busy career,
and in her early forties, possibly putting herself at
risk? Through the lives of these couples, Danielle
Steel shows us the mixed blessingswe face as we build
our families and live our modern lives. She touches
us with the triumphant people who prevail, their
victories, their defeats, their tragedies and joys, their
compromises, their lives.
In His Father's Footsteps Dell
In her fifty-second bestselling novel, Danielle Steel
weaves a compelling story of the power of lies, the
misuse of trust--and of one woman's triumph over a
devastating betrayal. Marie-Ange Hawkins has the
kind of childhood that most people dream of.
Freedom, love, security in a beautiful old French
ch�teau. But when Marie-Ange is just eleven, a
tragic accident marks the end of her idyllic life.
Orphaned and alone, she is sent to America, to live
with her great-aunt on a farm in Iowa. Bitterly
resented by the old woman, cut off from everything
she has known and loved, Marie-Ange is forced to
work tirelessly on the farm, dreaming only of the day
she can return to her beloved Ch�teau de
Marmouton. In Marie-Ange's isolated existence,
only the friendship of a local boy, Billy Parker, offers
comfort and hope. But her only wish is to gain an
education--and escape. Then, just after her twenty-
first birthday, an unexpected visitor brings startling
news and an extraordinary gift: the freedom to return
to France, to Ch�teau de Marmouton. When she
arrives in France, Marie-Ange learns that the
ch�teau's new owner is Comte Bernard de
Beauchamp, a dashing young widower who invites
her into his home, then into his heart. But their
magical life together, which soon includes marriage,
children, and lavish homes, slowly takes an ominous
turn. A mysterious woman tells Marie-Ange a
shocking story, a story so chilling she doesn't want to
believe it. Not even her dear friend Billy can help her

now. He is thousands of miles away. And as the
darkness gathers around her, Marie-Ange must find
the faith and courage to take one, last desperate step
to save her loved ones and herself. Danielle Steel's
powerful novel is about being pulled into a place
where nothing is what it seems. It is about being
seduced and lied to and turned around, and wanting
to believe the lies--until the moment comes, in one
blinding instant, when survival and salvation depend
on a final Leap of Faith: the only path to freedom, and
life.
Max and Grandma and Grampa Winky Dell
From a house on the edge of her family's
dusty farmland airstrip near Chicago, the
child Cassie O'Malley would sneak into the
night to look at the planes sitting shimmering
in the moonlight. Her World War I veteran
father, Pat, wanted his son to be a pilot, not
his reckless, red-haired daughter. But it was
Cassie who had the gift. Ever since she could
remember, Cassie felt the pull of getting in a
cockpit and taking to the skies. Observing all
the while was her father's junior partner, Nick
"Stick " Galvin, a fellow war ace and airborne
daredevil. Nick would become her confidant
and best friend, willing to break all the rules
to teach her to fly, knowing that the greatest
gift he could give her was the freedom of
flying. When California entrepreneur
Desmon Williams sees Cassie in a local
airshow, he invites her to California where
she breaks new ground as a test pilot. Soon
Cassie's record-breaking flights make her a
media darling. Drawn by Desmond's plans
for her to break Amelia Earhardt's records,
but determined to avoid her mistakes, Cassie
trains for the remarkable journey around the
world. From public appearances to press
conferences, easily used by both her husband
and the press, Cassie realizes that there is
more to life than making headlines. Risking
her life, pushing herself to her limits, she
decides to chart her own course and pursue
her own destiny, whatever it costs her. Wings
is set in a time of constant change, when the
world was on the brink of war and the skies
were filled with adventurers, a time when
courage and daring forever changed modern-
day aviation.
Max's Daddy Goes to the Hospital Dell
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � In this
riveting novel from Danielle Steel, a gifted young
woman must grapple with the legacy of a troubled
childhood in order to pursue her dreams. Antonia
Adams is the product of a loveless marriage between
an aspiring actress and an aristocrat. As a child, she is
abandoned in the abyss that yawns between them,
blamed by her mother, ignored by her father, and
neglected by both. Unprotected and unloved, she
learns that the only way to feel safe is to hide from the
dangers around her, drawing as little attention as
possible to herself, to be “invisible.” In her
isolation, books are her refuge and movies her
escape. A day spent being carried away by an
unforgettable film in a dark theater is her greatest
thrill. Her love of the movies turns into a dream to
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become a screenwriter, and a summer job at a
Hollywood studio. There, a famous British filmmaker
notices her, and suddenly she can remain invisible no
longer. He wants to put her in a movie and make her
a star. It is a dazzling opportunity but a terrifying one,
as it strips her of the camouflage that made her feel
safe. She is suddenly thrust into the public eye—and
even more so when they fall in love. She will never let
go of her true dream of becoming a filmmaker,
though, and if she wants to make that leap, she will
have to expose herself in ways she never has before.
When tragedy strikes, she must decide whether she
will remain center stage or become invisible again,
where she feels safest. Will she face her demons, or
run and hide? In this extraordinary novel, Danielle
Steel tells the story of a woman who must decide how
high a price she is willing to pay to pursue her
passion—and whether it is possible to stay true to
herself while she does.
Finding Ashley Delacorte Press
Five-year-old Martha is troubled by her
mother's impending marriage, but talking
things over with her understanding father
helps her to view the situation with
enthusiasm after all.
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